In logistics: the largest port in Europe with a strategic location in a deep-sea port, offers excellent facilities for inland shipping, short-sea, rail, pipeline and roads to and from the European hinterland.

In international opportunities: strategic alliances with industrial companies and suppliers in container and bulk, and worldwide feedstocks.

In efficiency: optimal use of utilities, raw materials and residual streams from companies in various sectors, including a CO₂ hub.

In added value: existing volumes of feedstocks, products and side products offer plenty synergies for the biobased industry.

In public-private cooperation: businesses from various sectors, science and government create new investment opportunities.

In synergy: more than 45 chemical companies, 5 crude oil refineries and 14 biobased industrial companies are providing their colleague companies with feedstock and semi-manufactured products or are using other companies’ by-products.

In knowledge & innovation: 3 of the world’s leading (technical) universities and also sufficient skilled people familiar with process industry and operational maintenance.